1.
What do we mean when we say that a film is faithful to its source?
2.
Is being faithful an aesthetic merit in a film that is an adaptation of some work of literature?
My view is that there are several different kinds of answers to the first question, including, importantly, story fidelity and thematic fidelity. In response to the second question, I argue that some kinds of fidelity, especially thematic fidelity, merit aesthetic praise, while others do not.
Background
Relatively little has been written on the topic of adaptation in Anglophone aesthetics. 2 This is surprising. After all, adaptation is a dominant cultural phenomenonmost films are based on pre-existing sources -and one with a long and rich history. Short stores are adapted into plays; plays into films; films into operas; songs into poems; and on and on, backwards and forwards. More important, adaptation poses important and interesting philosophical problems that bear on and interact with some of the most discussed problems in philosophical aesthetics today.
There is, however, a large and vibrant literature on the topic of adaptation outside the field of philosophy, with dozens of books, thousands of articles, and at least two '… the field is still haunted by the notion that adaptations ought to be faithful to their ostensible sourcetexts' 5 'In fact, one might reasonably have assumed that the "fidelity" factor no longer needed to be addressed in writing about film and literature. By this I mean not only fidelity as criterion but also the very notion that this battle needs to be refought.' 6
The standard view, voiced by each of these authors, is that it has long been established that fidelity is both a bad criterion and a harmful one. Fidelity is thought to be harmful because it crowds out other, more fruitful lines of inquiry. Further, fidelity is often associated with another troublesome assumption that has plagued the academic study of film since its beginning: the privileging of the written word (particularly 'high' literature) over pictorial storytelling (of which films have often seemed like the lowest form exasperation comes from the sense that ordinary people, critics, and academics -who should know better! -nonetheless persist in talking about fidelity.
In his paper, 'On the Appreciation of Cinematic Adaptations,' Paisley Livingston offers a strong defense of the fidelity criterion against these sorts of objections. He begins by defining cinematic adaptations:
… I propose that a cinematic adaptation is a film intentionally and overtly based on at least one, specific anterior work … For a work to be an adaptation, many of the distinguishing and characteristic features of this source, such as the title, setting, main characters, and central elements of the plot, must be expressly adopted and imitated in the new work. As adaptations are distinct from mere copies or reproductions, they must also be intentionally made to diverge from the source in crucial respects … 7
His argument for fidelity builds on this definition. The argument, in outline, is: (1) to appreciate an adaptation qua adaptation requires a comparison between the adaptation and its source; and (2) an adaptation, according to the definition, must include some intentional adoption of elements of the source; so, (3) 'if a given adaptation is to be appreciated as a This can't be quite right, though. If two narratives present the same events in a different order (perhaps through flashbacks and flash-forwards, reverse or scrambled chronologies), they would count as having the same story on this view. But the order in which stories are told seems to make a difference to story fidelity. In other words, we want to capture not just the fictional events, but the narrative telling of those events.
So we could try:
TTSS': Two artworks tell the same story iff the story unfolds in such a way in each work as to induce the audience to imagine the same fictional propositions in the same order as they take in each artwork. 11
Clearly on this view, fidelity will be a matter of degree. No adaptation could be perfectly faithful to the source, but one adaptation could be much more so than another. As an account of fidelity, it does capture one important sense of the word. 10 There is a great deal of disagreement about how to make sense of the phrases 'true in the fiction' and 'fictional world'. I'm putting those questions aside for the purposes of this paper. 
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Let's now consider another sense of fidelity that makes us of Monroe Beardsley's distinction between thesis and theme. 12 According to Beardsley, a work's thesis is a proposition (or a sentence expressing a proposition), which is either true or false. Themes and theses are closely related: a theme like 'the importance of forgiveness' can easily become a thesis when the work is thought of as asserting that 'forgiveness is important.' The key difference is that theses are put forward for truth-evaluation, whereas themes are not. 13 A work's theme is a subject, neither true nor false. Here we will stick to theme, rather than thesis because a theme assumes less than a thesis does, and so it is often easier to agree on what the themes of a work are than on what its theses are. In the final section of the paper, we will also see that focusing on theme rather than thesis will help us respond to some objections.
According to Beardsley, a theme must be abstract, by which he means that it should not merely fail to be concrete, but that it should also be general. An artwork's themes are the subjects that it takes up that might be of larger interest to audiences because they extend beyond the particularities of the narrative. So, one other sense in which a film can be faithful to its source is to preserve the themes of the original work. We could define thematic fidelity this way:
TF: A film is a faithful adaptation of a novel to the degree that it preserves the story's themes.
Notice that the two kinds of fidelity may be at odds. Given the medium-specificity of how Atonement's theme is worked out in the novel -Briony is a writer who attempts to use her writing to work through her guilt, and the novel itself (or part of it) is part of that process -it might have been easier to preserve the theme by making the character into a filmmaker rather than a writer. If the film version of Atonement (or some part of it) had been presented as if it were a student film made by the fictional character Briony Tallis (rather than Joe Wright), we might at least get a better acquaintance with the theme of using an artistic medium as atonement for a wrong. This would of course mean a departure from the original story, however. taxonomize. In what follows I focus on just two of these senses of fidelity: story fidelity and thematic fidelity.
Is fidelity good?
The argument of this part aims to show that thematic fidelity, but not story fidelity, is a merit in a film adaptation. That is, being faithful to the story of the original work is not a quality that counts in favor of the film's artistic merit, but preserving the themes of the source does. This is because thematic fidelity requires a kind of skill and excellence on the part of the adapter -the ability to preserve a theme in a novel medium -that deserves our aesthetic admiration. Story fidelity does not. It may well be that other kinds of fidelityfidelity to character, or to mood, or something else -are also aesthetic merits in adaptation. I
do not explore those issues here.
15 I am grateful to Ned Markosian for this example.
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Here is the argument, in summary:
1. Qualities of artworks that manifest certain kinds of human achievement count as aesthetic merits of those works.
2. Some types of fidelity, including story fidelity, typically do not manifest significant human achievement.
3. Some types of fidelity, including thematic fidelity, typically do manifest significant human achievement.
4. So, story fidelity typically does not count as a merit in artworks, but thematic fidelity typically does.
The first premise is supported by arguments made by Denis Dutton and Stephen
Davies, among others, that one of the things that we rightly value in art is that we see it as a significant accomplishment. 16 Artworks often manifest human achievement, and that is part of why we care about them so much: we discern craft, practice, intelligence, and hard work in the creation of artworks, and we value the works insofar as they exemplify these qualities.
Dutton's and Davies' views do of course oppose traditional Kantian aesthetics, in particular Kant's notion of 'pure beauty' (rather than dependent beauty). But the claim here is not that the manifestation of human accomplishment is the only or even the main reason we have for valuing artworks: just that it is one legitimate reason for doing so.
In support of the second premise, we should note that in many cases, the task of transposing a story from a work of literature to a film is relatively straightforward. One feature that films and literary works have in common is their ability to convey a narrativeto set out events unfolding in time in a relatively clear way. The task has two main parts.
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First, a literary work is adapted into a screenplay; second, the screenplay is a critical element in making the film.
The question is whether successful completion of either of these steps typically requires a significant aesthetic achievement simply in order to preserve the story from literary work to finished film. Let's begin with the transition from literary work to screenplay. 17 In many cases, the chief difficulty in adapting the story of a work of literature into a screenplay is length. stories, what to add). This is not to say that we do not, or ought not, admire the writing of an adapted screenplay at all, but that the part of that larger task that is simply concerned with adapting the story of the source text is itself not a particularly praiseworthy aesthetic achievement.
Consider, by comparison, the practice of abridging a novel. While this is a common practice (or at least, it was in the 19 th and 20 th centuries -it has somewhat fallen out of fashion in recent decades), no aesthetic praise is generally attributed to professional abridgers. Abridgement clearly requires real skill -the ability to shorten long novels while retaining the same general story and events requires careful reading and judgment -but abridgement is not generally thought to be a significant aesthetic accomplishment.
Professional abridgers are often uncredited and work anonymously. is not about the shooting script, but the continuity script. We want to know whether the task of preserving a story from the finished, continuity script to the finished film is a significant aesthetic achievement. 20 Screenplays vary in how much detail they specify. Ordinarily, they specify the beginning and ends of scenes, significant actions and events that occur, and dialogue.
(Screenplays for silent films are an interesting case. Some silent screenplays actually include a story synopsis. Others give highly detailed descriptions of the characters, their actions, and the mise-en-scène. 21 ) So the question is how significantly one could alter the story without affecting the screenplay in any way. Of course, it is easy to imagine that one could alter the mood or the themes in translating the screenplay into a film.
Perhaps one might object as follows. As Ted Nannicelli puts it, screenplays, unlike play scripts, are not work-determinative. Any theatrical production that uses Caryl
Churchill's Mad Forest script is thereby a production of Mad Forest. However, this does not seem to be the case with films. Two films that are produced using the same screenplay are not thereby the same film -in fact they could not be. Cromwell film of the same name. But in both cases, the remake is clearly a different film than the original.
However, it does not follow from the fact two films are distinct artworks that the two films tell different stories. In fact, the stories -the sequence of events that the audience is prompted to imagine -in these cases (the two Psychos and the two Prisoners of Zenda) are virtually the same. And it is hard to see how it could be otherwise. So there is normally no reason to think that merely adapting the story from literary work to film is an aesthetic achievement.
We must allow, however, that there are some exceptions. In some cases, the story of a literary work poses special kinds of challenges. Sometimes a literary work offers contradictory or highly compressed descriptions of events. A straightforward adaptation that seeks to preserve the presentation of the original's events will need to make inventive choices. Because of the medium-specific differences between films and works of literature, including the temporal, visual, and sonic elements of films, in order to get audiences know the same fictional propositions in the same order, great imagination and creativity are sometimes required. For example, Buck Henry's screenplay for the film version of Catch-22, while significantly un-scrambling the jumbled chronology of Heller's original novel, nonetheless conveys the key information to the reader about the main storylines (particularly Yossarian's growing understanding of his predicament and his decision to follow Captain Orr and escape to Sweden) in the same order as we learn them in the book.
In cases like this, the task of adapting the story may rightly be seen as a significant aesthetic achievement. Nonetheless, I think, such cases tend to be the exception rather than the rule.
In most cases, simply adapting the story from one medium to another is not itself a significant accomplishment.
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The argument for the third premise has already been hinted at. Transposing a theme from one medium to another is never an obvious or straightforward matter. The transposition of a theme into a screenplay poses a very different set of challenges than transposing a story. In the latter case, the main challenge is preserving the audience's experience of the sequence of fictional events. In the former case, the goal is to preserve the audience's experience or the thematic ideas presented by the play. How one might do this depend on what the themes are, and the way themes are expressed in literary works are generally not optimal for expressing those themes cinematically. Thematic transformation may occur either at the step of converting a literary work into a screenplay, or at the step of turning the screenplay into a finished film.
Consider Christopher Nolan's screenplay for his film Memento (2000), which was based on his brother Jonathan's short story 'Memento Mori.' (Oddly, 'Memento Mori' was not published until after the film was released; the film was based on an unpublished draft of the story.) 'Memento Mori' is a very short story; it only has three or four scenes, and no named characters other than the protagonist (whose name is Earl in the short story and Leonard in the film). The screenplay vastly expands the scope and events of the original story, adding a number of major characters and most of the events. The screenplay also adds an ingenious structural element: the main storyline is told backwards, with the 'last' scene being shown first. An earlier storyline is told forwards, and is intercut with the main storyline. However, despite these many changes, the screenplay explores the same themes as the short story: the connection between memory and agency, and the idea of manipulating one's own future agency are central to both. From a thematic point of view, the screenplay is very faithful to the short story. (On the other hand, the story is almost unrecognizable.)
Sometimes the thematic work is done not at the stage of the screenplay, but during shooting itself, in the making of cinematic choices not necessarily specified in the screenplay. Highsmith is able to use techniques like free indirect discourse to convey these themes, but in order to faithfully preserve these themes across different media, Hitchcock had to make creative, artistic use of the distinctive features of the film medium. Successfully preserving a theme across different media, therefore, is an accomplishment deserving of our praise and attention.
Notice that this premise does not assume a much stronger claim about mediumspecificity. We need not assume that there is a fixed set of distinctively 'filmic' qualities or 'literary' qualities that hold true across all films and all works of literature, respectively.
Films can be animated, live-action, silent, black and white, 3-D, and on and on. Literature is an even broader category encompassing concrete poetry, comic books, oral sagas, some works of history, and more. We don't need to assume that there is some set of mediumspecific features that apply across all cases. All we need is to note that there are in general differences between particular works when a literary work is adapted into a film: Patricia
Highsmith's novel is not illustrated, and so does not depict any of its events or characters visually; Hitchcock's film does. Verhoeven's film, by contrast, is a satire of fascism and militant authoritarianism, which includes critical references to Nazism and Riefenstahl's Triumph of the Will. Some of the themes are similar -both take up patriotism and militarism -the ways in which the themes are handled are wildly different. The theses of the two films are almost opposites. The book seems to say that militant patriotism in defense of foreign threats is a virtue; the film seems to say that it is a vice. And the film has a completely different mood than the book: the mood is dark yet funny, while the book is uplifting but somber. Verhoeven and Neumeier's transformation of the themes of the novel seems to be an aesthetic accomplishment that might be valuable in its own right, just a faithful one might be. From this it seems to follow that any kind of thematic transposition can be valuable, whether faithful or not.
24 I am grateful to Aaron Meskin for raising this objection, and to Jamie Cawthra for the Starship Troopers example. 25 One might wonder whether the film Starship Troopers really is an adaptation of Heinlein's novel. Verhoeven had apparently conceived of the idea for the film and written a script before learning about Heinlein's novel, and only later optioned the novel because of the similarities in the stories. He subsequently changed the names of many of the characters to match those in the novel. Verhoeven claims to have quit reading Heinlein's book after two chapters. If the film is not actually an adaptation after all, then the case is not a counter-example. While I do think that the question of when one work is an adaptation of another is a serious one, I don't think this constitutes a strong response to the objection. It is easy to imagine other, similar cases in which a film is more clearly an adaptation of its source. We should note first that cases like these are rare. The typical aim of adaptation is the preservation of a work from one medium to another, not the transformation of that work.
Parodies are not typically counted as adaptations. For example, the 1980 Abrams, Zucker, and Zucker farce Airplane! is technically a remake of the serious 1957 Hal Bartlett film Zero Hour! because it uses the same characters and storyline, but Airplane! is not generally thought of as a remake because it departs so radically from the tone and genre of Zero Hour! However, it does seem plausible that, even if such cases are rare, the transformation of theses, even the inversion of the theses, from a literary work to a film would constitute an aesthetic accomplishment deserving of praise. But it does not follow from this that thematic fidelity is not a virtue. What this shows is that there are other virtues that adaptations can display. It also does not show that just any kind of thematic transposition will count as aesthetically valuable: the transposition will need to show skill, accomplishment, effort, and so on. As is often the case in art, it is possible for a quality and its opposite (order and disorder, for example) to each count as excellences in particular works. Thematic fidelity is still a virtue in adaptation, even in some cases thesis inversion can also be a virtue.
This conclusion also helps us explain why it is that the question of fidelity sometimes seems rather inconsequential and other times seems to matter a great deal. We care about fidelity -or at least some kinds of fidelity, like thematic fidelity -because we admire the artistic imagination and effort that go into the transformation. Other kinds of fidelity -like story fidelity -don't normally merit our aesthetic praise. Thus, one can happily concede that
Troy does a good job of adapting the story of the Iliad without giving that fact any weight at all in one's overall aesthetic verdict. Fidelity in adaptation is important; it comes in different flavors, and some but not all of these are in fact aesthetically significant. 26 of this paper were presented, for their insightful comments and questions. Third, I am grateful to my colleague Sally Sutherland, who first introduced me to Adaptation Studies. Fourth, the detailed comments of an anonymous referee for this Journal led me correct numerous errors and omissions, and to strengthen a number of arguments. Of course, whatever errors remain are entirely my own.
